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SUPPORT IRAQI IDPs
ETTC continues its support programme for
Iraqi IDPs
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ETTC provides foods
and fruits for IDPs
“Kurdistan is not able to support all the IDPs and
refugees as the numbers are enormously increasing”
President Masoud Barzani stated yesterday on the
formal KDP website. Tens of Thousands of Iraqi IDPs
from Mosul, Salahaddin, Anbar and disputed territories
are fleeing to Kurdistan Region because of the recent
changes in Iraq including the ISIS attacks to the big
cities of Iraq and declaring war against Kurdish military
forces (Peshmarga).
ETTC, the European Technology and Training Centre,
is receiving funds from the people of Lower SaxonyGermany for the Iraqi IDPs. After receiving the first
fund from the People of Lower
Saxony,
ETTC
immediately
implemented
the
support
by
providing food packages and candy
kits for children. The packages (one
ton) covered 300 families (around
1500 individuals) of IDPs in Erbil.

The People of
Lower Saxony,
Germany is
donating for
Iraqi IDPs

ETTC will continue the
support campaign for IDPs
Last week on Wednesday 13th Aug 2014 ETTC
started supporting the Iraqi IDPs who have flee to
Kurdistan Region. The support package was meals
for 1000 IDPs and 550 packages for children.
This week ETTC provided second support package
for IDPs which consist of food packages for 300
families (One Ton in total) and candy kit for IDPs
children. This support carried out by the donation of
the people of Lower Saxony – Germany. Head of
Erbil Provincial Council (Mr. Ali Rashid) and
Representative of Christians in the governorate have
participated in the campaign with ETTC staff
members. ETTC has remarkable connection and
coordination with Kurdistan Region Government

IDPs Support Process
After receiving the funds from the
People of Lower Saxony, ETTC
started immediately to buy foods and
sweets in the market early morning and
the products have been transported to
the main ETTC building in Erbil –
Kurdistan Region. Then all ETTC staff
members together started packing the
foods and after coordinating with the
IDPs’ centres representatives, the
packages have been transported to the
target locations in Ankawa.

and has implemented local government projects in
the last years and still ongoing.
ETTC will continue its supports for the IDPs in
Kurdistan as long as the IDPs are existed in the
region. The approximated number of IDPs now
exceeded one million and still counting. These high
figures show a long period for this unwanted
situation in the region.

Thanks for ETTC and the
People of Lower Saxony
We are Iraqi IDPs in Erbil – Ankawa, and we would like to
thank the People of Lower Saxony, Germany for these
helps and supports and thanks for the European
Technology and Training Centre for delivering these
supports for us. We hope you will continue your supports
for us and many thanks….

